Trions exhibit novel characteristics in moiré superlattices
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When two similar atomic layers with mismatching lattice constants—the constant distance between a layer's unit cells—and/or orientation are stacked together, the resulting bilayer can exhibit a moiré pattern and form a moiré superlattice.

Moiré patterns are interference patterns that typically arise when one object with a repetitive pattern is placed over another with a similar pattern. Moiré superlattices, formed by atomic layers, can exhibit fascinating phenomena not found in the individual layers, opening the door to technological revolutions in many areas, including electricity transmission, information engineering, and quantum computing.

By shining laser light on semiconducting moiré superlattices formed by stacking two atomically thin materials—monolayer tungsten diselenide (WSe₂) and monolayer molybdenum diselenide (MoSe₂)—a team led by researchers at the University of California, Riverside, and Academia Sinica in Taiwan found a new class of electronic excited states called "moiré trions."

"These trions, which are confined trion states in moiré potential wells—dips in potential energy—of the WSe₂/MoSe₂ structure, exhibit novel characteristics that differ markedly from those of conventional trions," said Chun Hung (Joshua) Lui, an assistant professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy at UC Riverside, who led the research.

The study, published June 2 in *Nature*, opens up new opportunities to develop trion-based quantum optical emitters and offers new approaches to explore moiré physics.

A trion is a bound state of two electrons and one hole, or one electron and two holes. A hole is the vacancy of an electron. Trions are the dominant light emitters and energy carriers in atomically thin semiconductors with extra charges. By applying external voltages, electric or magnetic fields, many characteristics of trions, such as their population, emission polarization, and motion, can be controlled. The trions' versatile tunability makes them useful for light emitters, energy transport, and, potentially, information transmission.

In homogeneous semiconductors, trions are free to move and scatter, resulting in broad optical spectra. However, in moiré superlattices, trions get trapped near moiré potential wells and become moiré trions. Their confinement there prevents random scattering.

"We find the emission lines of moiré trions are more than 10 times sharper than those of free trions," Lui said. "As the moiré trions are spatially isolated, they can emit single photons, making them a feasible optical source for quantum information technology."

"Our work points to the possibility of generating two-dimensional arrays of trions in the periodic moiré potential wells," said Erfu Liu, a postdoctoral...
researcher in Lui's lab and the first author of the research paper. "Such 2D trion arrays may exhibit spatial coherence, reveal new physics, and find applications in laser technology."

The research on moiré trions also reveals some new physics that can be useful in further study of moiré superlattices.

"Moiré superlattices are known to host many 'minibands' in their electronic energy band structure," Lui said. "Such minibands are crucial for fascinating phenomena, such as superconductivity, in moiré superlattices. Due to the small energy spacing between these minibands, it is challenging to probe their detailed structure. Moiré trions inspire a new approach to probe the minibands."

Liu explained that in conventional semiconductors with relatively simple electronic bands, a trion decays into the same final electronic state and shows just one emission line. But in moiré superlattices with multiple electronic minibands, a trion can decay into states in different minibands, he said.

"This will produce multiple emission lines, and the energy separation of these lines reflects the energy spacing of the minibands," he added. "Our results support such novel behavior of moiré trions and suggest that moiré trion spectroscopy can be developed to probe electrons in moiré superlattices."

Given the novel characteristics of moiré trions, Lui expects research on moiré trions will attract much attention.

"Indeed, related studies of moiré trions were also recently reported by researchers at Heriot-Watt University in the United Kingdom, Nanyang Technological University in Singapore, and Tsinghua University in China," he said. "I believe moiré trion research will surge and lead to many exciting discoveries in the future."
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